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• To share the latest information on great 
opportunities in the area of the cosmic microwave background 
research (broadly defined) 


• Both ground-based (CCAT-p; CMB-S4) and space-borne 
(LiteBIRD)


• Community-building exercise in the CMB research


• UK, France, Italy, and Spain have “roadmaps” of the CMB 
research but we do not have one


• It’s not clear if we should have one, but at least having 
conversations may not be a bad thing, especially given the 
opportunities available now

What is this workshop about?



CMB in Germany

• Ground-based 

• APEX (MPIfR; U. Bonn)


• Participation to the South Pole Telescope (LMU)


• Space-borne 

• Participation to ESA’s Planck satellite (MPA)

What’s next?



Space-borne 
Opportunities



ESA’s M4 and M5 Calls
• Formation of a substantial number of groups happened 

during ESA’s M4 and M5 calls - “COrE+” and “CORE” 
proposals.


• We have a list of 17 scientists who contributed to either 
or both proposals

The proposals were 
not successful. 

But it contributed to 
forming a group of 

people who are 
interested in the CMB 
science. Many of the 
contributors are here 

in this workshop!



CORE German Consortium
• Torsten Enßlin, E. Komatsu, Rashid Sunyaev (MPA)


• Sebastian Grandis, Steffen Hagstotz, Joe Mohr, Alex Saro, 
Jochen Weller (LMU/USM)


• Karl Menten, Bernd Klein (MPIfR)


• Jörn Beyer (PTB)


• Hans Böhringer, Gayoung Chon (MPE)


• Thejs Brinckmann, Sebastien Clesse, Julian Lesgourgues 
(Aachen)


• Kaustuv Basu (Univ. Bonn)

readout electronics for KIDs

readout electronics for TES



Current Opportunity: 
LiteBIRD

• JAXA-led mission with participations from USA, Canada, 
and Europe (ESA’s mission of opportunity)


• Target launch date ~ 2026 (i.e., “tomorrow”)


• European consortium is being formed; ESA seems 
enthusiastic (DLR is interested too!)


•See Nicola Vittorio’s talk



Ground-based 
Opportunities



A Game Changer
•CCAT-p: 6-m, Cross-dragone design, on Cerro 

Chajnantor (5600 m) [See Frank Bertoldi’s talk]


•Germany makes great 
telescopes! 

• Initial design study completed, and the contract has been 
signed by “VERTEX Antennentechnik”


• CCAT-p is a great opportunity for Germany to make 
significant contributions towards the CMB S-4 landscape 
(both US and Europe) by providing telescope designs and 
the “lessons learned” with prototypes.



Simons Observatory 
(USA)

in collaboration

South Pole?



Simons Observatory 
(USA)

in collaboration

South Pole?

This could be  
“CMB-S4”



South Pole?• Frank Bertoldi’s talk

• John Carlstrom’s talk



“E-CMB”:  
European Coordination (Sub-orbital)

See Nicola’s talk



Summary
• This is a community-building exercise, but we have some 

concrete projects at work


• Both ground-based and space-borne


• Interested? Get involved! Germany can play leading roles


• Science ideas very welcome


• Let’s leave Garching with some exciting ideas/paths 
forward







Logistics

• Lunches (12:30–13:30)


• Canteen: Follow the crowd. Tables are reserved


• Reception today (18:30)


• Beers, wines, light food (free!)


• Tomorrow: if you plan to take taxis, please coordinate


